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The National Association of State Personnel Executives recently presented Louisiana State Civil Service with the Eva N. Santos Communication Award.

The 2019 Eva N. Santos Communication Award was given to the department for the Every Day for Every Citizen – A Louisiana Pop-Up Video. The Pop-Up Video follows the morning routine of a Louisiana citizen, depicting how she encounters numerous services provided by multiple State Agencies and how those services impact and enrich all of our lives daily. The concept emphasizes that state employees really do work hard every day, for every citizen.

“By taking a more practical look, we wanted to show the citizens of Louisiana exactly how an engaged, diverse and productive workforce of state employees work hard daily to provide them with a variety of quality services,” said Byron P. Decoteau, Jr. “To be recognized by NASPE shows our commitment to innovation in Louisiana State government,” he added.

Louisiana State Civil Service was honored at the association’s Annual Awards Banquet on Tuesday, July 23, during NASPE’s 2019 Annual Meeting in Indianapolis, Indiana.

NASPE was established in 1976 to enhance communication and the exchange of information among state personnel executives. NASPE’s mission is to provide a national leadership forum to advance state government human resources through the exchange of best practices, strategies and solutions. The association strives to be recognized as the authority on state government human resource issues.
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